Advises of Road Closures<br />
(Mathews, LA) -- At the request of the Lafourche Parish Sheriff’s Office, Lafourche Parish President Charlotte A. Randolph has announced that a nighttime curfew will be enforced effective tonight until further notice from Lockport to Golden Meadow between the hours of<br />
10 p.m. and 6 a.m.. Road conditions are such that this is necessary for safety. Without electricity roadways are dark and hazards are difficult to see during the nighttime hours.<br />
Please take note of the key road closures in the interest of public safety.<br />
Motorists from Larose to the southern boundary of the parish are able to move freely throughout the area where roads are safe and passable, however there are still several important road closures in effect until further notice.<br />
? LA 1 and LA 308 is CLOSED from Lockport to Larose due to downed power poles across the roadway.<br />
? LA 1 south of the Leon Theriot Floodgates is CLOSED due to inundation.<br />
? Burma Road in the St. Charles Community is CLOSED due to rising water.<br />
“We understand that residents want to get home to check on their families and properties, but we ask that they do so safely and to please be patient while crews work to restore electricity and make travel safe in all areas of the parish,” President Randolph said.<br />
While travel throughout the parish is allowed, residents are strongly advised that all road closures will be strictly enforced.<br />
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